Six Reasons You Should Be Fishing the Aglia® Streamer

Aglia® Streamer

2 lures in one. . .

The Aglia® Streamer is both a
spinner and a hand-tied streamer
The classic Mepps® Aglia® was invented
in 1938 and, it has caught hundreds of
record fish over its lifetime. Generations
of fishermen have considered the Mepps
Aglia their confidence lure and they have
passed them on from one generation to
the next.
Over the years there have been many
new colors and styles added to the Mepps
Aglia family.
Now, with the addition of the new Aglia
Streamer, the vibration and flash of the
original French Aglia blade is combined
with the tried-and-true fish catching
appeal and subtle, lifelike swimming action
of a hand-tied, high quality streamer.
Trout, salmon, bass, stripers, northern
pike, walleye, trophy panfish and musky
fishermen have known for a long time
that the streamer is a perfect imitator of
forage minnows or fry species. Couple
this with the classic Aglia spinner, and
you just might have the deadliest Mepps
spinner ever.
Three original blade colors matched
to any water color/temperature/weather
condition, combined with two of the
best minnow-pattern streamers; available
in three sizes and two different hook
configurations - long shank single hook
or single hook with a flexible, treble hook
stinger.
The Mepps Aglia Streamer is built with a
special body that enables quick streamer
changes for additional color variations, or
where regulations on a particular stream or

1) Subtle swimming action of a streamer.
2) Classic Mepps® Aglia® original French blade.
3) Quick release body for easy streamer change.
4) Single hook with flexible treble stinger hook for maximum hooking percentage.
5) Lifelike long fiber Micro Flash body for a natural minnow/baitfish presentation.
6) Available in single long shank hook to meet single hook regulations.

lake dictate a single hook configuration.
Two years of intensive field-testing
have gone into the new Aglia Streamer
resulting in maximum durability and fish
catching power. The highest quality parts high-grade wire, all brass, machine-lathed
components and highly reflective blades
in silver - or copper-plate or polished
brass - have been incorporated to insure
the Aglia Streamer, like all Mepps spinners,
will have blades that spin as soon as you
start the retrieve, cast after cast, without
having to pump the lure to initiate blade
rotation.
Fish the Aglia Streamer using several
different retrieve options: fast to simulate
fleeing minnows; medium to steady
with occasional pumping of the rod to
give a quick burst effect; or a slow roll
when water temperature is low to give
maximum time in a fish’s strike window.

Change Hooks
in a Flash

Stream and river fishermen will
appreciate the design balance and easy
spinning blade when worked in fast
current or eddy areas and for shallow
to medium depth retrieves. Lake and
reservoir fishermen will like the flash,
vibration and swimming motion of the
Aglia Streamer when pursuing gamefish
feeding on schools of baitfish.
The new Aglia Streamer, besides
being an excellent casting lure, is also
an outstanding trolling spinner for all
species. Simply run the Aglia Streamer
behind a dodger or flasher using a planer
board or a downrigger. It is also ideal
for long lining. If a little extra weight is
needed, attach a keel sinker. Troll this lure
in the spring, summer or fall for dynamite
action on just about any fish species.
It’s especially effective on all species of
salmon and trout, and even walleye when
a dodger/fly bite is on.

The new Aglia Streamer will be a
welcome addition to any fisherman’s
tackle box as the perfect match the
minnow/forage base lure to catch all
minnow hunting species. So pick up a
few Aglia Streamers, and when you catch
that trophy fish, be sure to enter it in the
Mepps Master Angler Award Program.

Mepps® Master Angler Awards
It's easy and fun to enter your catch in the
Mepps Master Angler awards program.
You can either visit our web site:
www.mepps.com or call us toll-free at:
800-713-3474 to learn more about the
program, and get your FREE Mepps
Fishing Guide. You'll find the rules and
an application both on our web site and
in the Guide. All you need to do is send
us your completed application along
with a photo of your Mepps catch, and
we’ll send you a handsome embroidered
Trophy Fish Award patch along with a
chevron identifying the species of fish
you caught.
After you've caught four different
qualifying species of fish you'll become a
Mepps Master Angler, one of the highest
honors in our sport. Once you've caught
10 different qualifying species you'll be
awarded a Mepps Expert Fisherman
patch, identifying you as one of the
best fishermen in the country. There are
fewer than 500 Mepps Expert Anglers
worldwide.
CATCH MORE FISH
Outfish your buddies. Get your FREE
Mepps Fishing Guide.

www.mepps.com/catalog
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